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The 10 best hotels in Penang for an incredible Malaysian trip

	Hotels


Penang is a must-visit destination, with scenic views, coastal charm, and a lively street food scene. Its rich culture is evident in stunning cosmopolitan architecture and artefacts, especially in the vibrant George Town – home to UNESCO sites like the 'blue' Cheong Fatt Tze Mansion and landmarks such as Kapitan Keling Mosque and Buddhist temples.
Beyond its picturesque appeal, Penang has many contemporary delights on offer. So whether you're into street art, galleries, or retail therapy, the options are vast. Nature enthusiasts, meanwhile, can explore Penang Hill for a memorable rainforest experience, visit a turtle conservation centre, or discover native avian species at Penang Bird Park. With something for every traveller, the only decision left is where to stay. Luckily, we've got you covered with this curated list of the best hotels in Penang – No need to thank us just bring us back something nice. 
RECOMMENDED:🇲🇾 Here's where to find the best things to do in Penang
Who makes the cut? While we might not stay in and review every hotel featured, we've based our list on our expert knowledge of the destination covered, editorial reviews, user reviews, hotel amenities and in-depth research to find you the best stays. This article includes affiliate links. These links have no influence on our editorial content. For more information, see our affiliate guidelines.
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The smallest national park in the world: Penang National Park

	Things to do


The Welsh poet William Henry Davies began his 1911 poem ‘Leisure’ with a poignant couplet: ‘What is this life if, full of care, We have no time to stand and stare?’
So if you ever find yourself on the trails of the Penang National Park, don’t forget to look up and perhaps stand and stare, if only for a few minutes. The majestic trees – Chengal, Meranti Seraya, Merpauh – have stood here since before the industrial revolution, seen two world wars and lived through the decline of the British empire.It would be a pity if you did not pause to admire these quiet giants watching over their ancient kingdom as you navigate the trails in this beautiful rainforest. Here, time is not measured in human terms: These trees are only fully mature when they are a halfcentury old or more, and their lifespans may extend to hundreds of years.With a total area of about 25 square kilometres, the Penang National Park is the smallest national park in the world. But within its boundaries, protected as a forest reserve under the 1980 National Parks Act and gazetted as a national park in 2003, this area is home to an extraordinarily wide spectrum of tropical plants, animals, and geographical features.Here you will find lowland mangrove swamps that fringe the rocky shoreline and the ancient dipterocarp forests, named for the families of tropical hardwood trees prized for their timber and resin. Once, buffaloes dragged massive logs along the forest trails, and the deep furrows they carved into the ground 
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Lorong Kulit Flea Market

	Shopping
	Markets and fairs
	George Town


Penang’s sole flea market sells anything and everything. You’ll find records, book, electrical items, and the market has also gained quite a reputation amongst Malaysians and tourists for its variety and bargain prices (look out for the folks buying fruits at wholesale prices). Those hunting for a special find will love the eclectic items, secondhand goods, and antiques up for grabs. Near the City Stadium, try to get there by 9am. Everyone packs up by noon.
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Shangri-La Golden Sands Resort

	Hotels
	Resorts
	Batu Ferringhi
	price 4 of 4




The crystal waters of Batu Ferringhi are a magnet for beach lovers and the Shangri-La Golden Sands is the best family-focused hotel on the strip. With a cavalcade of child-friendly activities, the resort can keep everyone entertained for weeks. There’s beach volleyball, badminton nets, basketball hoops and giant chess sets, plus kids can sign up for daily activities including jungle hikes, heritage walks and crafts classes. On-site mini theme park Adventure Zone (a shared attraction with sister resort, Shangri-La Rasa Sayang Resort and Spa) is soundtracked by joyous screams as kids hurl themselves down the three huge slides – including a 24-foot drop slide. The pool area, meanwhile, has flumes and splash pools to delight water babies. Rooms are sleek and spacious, with balconies that overlook the resort's delightful landscape with the sandy beaches of Batu Ferringhi in the distance.
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Mama's Nyonya Cuisine

	4 out of 5 stars


	Restaurants
	Peranakan
	George Town
	price 2 of 4




It is no wonder the likes of world-renowned shoemaker Jimmy Choo, film director Ang Lee and world’s number one squash player Nicol David favour this little restaurant serving Nyonya fare. First of all, its unassuming, humble interior of around 10 tables does not begin to reflect the tasty dishes they serve. What does is their service that is friendly and efficient, and family-oriented.
Their menu has most of the known (and some unique) Nyonya dishes such as jiu hu char, loh bak, curry Kapitan, Inchi Kabin and otak-otak. The meaty dishes extend to pork belly, fish and prawns, and their vegetable section has a satisfying array to choose from that’ll satisfy even the most finicky of vegetable eaters.
For our lunch, we choose, of course, jiu hu char. Their version has the mix of vegetables finely julienned, the turnip still holds a light crunch and the black mushrooms add texture to each lettuce-rolled bite. Extra lettuce leaves are at RM3++ per plate but it’s truly not necessary since the jiu hu char holds a delicate flavour that’s lovely to eat on its own.
We find their wedges of fried aubergine come devoid of oiliness, firm and topped with finely chopped and fried garlic and green cili padi. While their banana leaf-wrapped otak-otak is velvety smooth except for the generous chunks of fish embedded within the coconut and herbs mix. The surprise find here is the cili stir-fried sayur rumi with eggs and prawns that’s pleasantly spicy, crunchy and omelette-like in texture all at t
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Macallum Street Night Market

	Shopping
	Markets and fairs
	George Town


This market is a Monday night maze of street food, cheap clothes, accessories and home necessities. If you're at Macallum for a grab-and-go dinner, rest easy on their grilled satays, pickled nutmegs, char kuoy kak, yong tau foo, lor bak, bubble teas and more. Otherwise, there's always t-shirts, cute bangles, handphone covers and shoes to splurge on.
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